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VALUES AND PRINCIPLES 
 
“At GUST, our purpose is to meet the individual needs of each pupil through a quality, 
stimulating curriculum in a caring, secure environment where we all work together and 
everyone is valued.”  
 
AIMS 
  

● To provide for staff, parents/carers, pupils and trustees a clear understanding of the 
school’s approach to behaviour management; 

● To provide staff and pupils with a framework of behaviour management in which 
they can function in a secure and happy manner;  

● To provide a safe and secure environment for staff and pupils based on high 
standards of care and control; 

● To ensure consistency of approach by all staff towards managing the behaviour of 
pupils.  

● To encourage children and staff to be sensitive to the needs and feelings of others 
and show respect for diversity; 

● To reinforce, recognise and, reward, appropriate behaviour;  
● To encourage pupils to develop an awareness of: 

▪ The effects of their behaviour on themselves and others; 
▪ The responsibility they have to make decisions in relation to their behaviour 
and the subsequent consequences of these decisions; 
▪ Their role as a member of a community within which respect for others is at 
the core. 

● To fulfil all legal requirements.  
 
RATIONALE 
  
Children need to learn to work, play and cooperate with others; they need to be able to 
establish effective relationships with other children and adults beyond their family within a 
whole school and wider community. All staff have a duty and a responsibility to consistently 
promote appropriate behaviour at all times.  
 
We believe that well motivated, secure, confident pupils encouraged by praise and reward 
will learn to demonstrate acceptable behaviour and positive attitudes to learning. We also 
believe that staff, pupils, parents and carers can work together in the best interests of the 
child to establish and maintain positive behaviour and ultimately demonstrate self-discipline.  
 
At GUST School we believe in the importance of early intervention and support for pupils and 
families. We believe all school staff should model positive behaviours. Pupils are more likely 
to accept our school’s code of behaviour if it is clearly understood, consistently and fairly 
applied, and shown to be reasonable, sensitive and effective. Effective behaviour 
management requires that agreed policies are followed by all staff.  
 
The powers within this policy are at the discretion of the Head of School. 
 



Our behaviour policy includes:  
 

● A consistent approach to behaviour management, teaching and learning; 

● School leadership; 

● Classroom management, learning and teaching; 

● Rewards and sanctions; 

● Behaviour strategies and the teaching of good behaviour; 

● Staff development and support; 

● Pupil support systems; 

● Liaison with parents and other agencies; 

● Managing pupil transition; 

● Organisation and facilities. 
 
The policy includes guidance on the schools statutory powers in managing behaviour: 
 
Pupil’s conduct outside the school gates  
School will implement sanctions where pupil behaviour outside the school gates affects the 
school’s reputation or behaviour within school.  
 
Confiscation of inappropriate items  
School has the power to search and confiscate banned items and will confiscate them in line 
with the procedures set out in this policy.  
 
Power to use reasonable force  
Reasonable force will be used where pupils are at risk of injuring themselves, others, school 
property or infringing the right of other pupils to learn.  
Each of these areas are explained in more detail in the following guidelines and appendices. 
 
  



1 A CONSISTENT APPROACH: BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT, TEACHING AND LEARNING  
 
We aim to identify the needs of pupils prior to admission. However, in the first few weeks 
the pupil attends GUST we work through the stages of induction, as follows: 
 

● During the induction process we will talk to the pupil to gain their views and identify 
their likes and dislikes and assess their needs; 

● We will talk to parents to obtain any relevant information, including early 
development and behaviour; 

● We will offer a home visit and a school visit; 
● Baseline assessments will be collected for literacy, numeracy, communication and 

other assessments where appropriate; 
● For most pupils in our school, the key to making academic progress will depend very 

much on overcoming barriers to learning that are associated with communication, 
social and emotional development and behaviour; 

● We believe consistent experience of good teaching, and learning, engages pupils so 
helping to reduce instances of negative behaviour. The consistent application of 
positive behaviour management strategies enables pupils to understand the school’s 
expectations and allow staff to be mutually supportive.  

 
As a school we will:  
 

● Assess staff needs and build into staff induction and Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) programmes specific opportunities to discuss and learn about 
behaviour;  

● Ensure staff follow through issues with pupils indicating what must be done to 
improve behaviour;  

● Identify the specific needs of pupils to support those who have learning social, 
emotional and behavioural difficulties or are experiencing difficulties out of school 
and agree common ways of managing and meeting their needs;  

● We will identify the most effective support for pupils and families through a 
personalised learning approach and early intervention;  

● Offer additional intervention as a therapeutic approach to emotional issues for 
pupils in crisis;  

● We will use ‘in print’ to produce pictorial and signing systems to support 
communication and organisation, including visual contracts, reward charts, visual 
timetables 

● Ensure that senior managers regularly walk the building, going into classrooms and 
assessing how well staff are consistently applying the school’s policies on behaviour 
improvement;  

● Ensure that staff discuss with parents the schools concerns and agree a common way 
of working to help pupils make improvements to their behaviour;  

● Establish the best way of communicating with parents and provide regular feedback 
on the progress being made. 

 
It is vital this occurs as consistent application for the policy is to be valued.  
 



2 SCHOOL LEADERSHIP 
 
Effective leadership in school is central when creating a climate of security and good order 
that supports pupils in managing their behaviour. The leadership team and Trustees have a 
critical role in identifying and developing values and expectations that are shared with, and 
accepted by, pupils, parents and staff on a yearly basis. For the behaviour policy to be 
effective it needs to be understood and applied consistently by all staff. The leadership team 
has a responsibility to ‘lead from the front,’ however leadership to support positive behaviour 
must be shared across the whole staff, including classroom teachers and support staff.  
 
Parents have a responsibility to support the high expectations of the school. The Trustees, 
also, play a pivotal role in monitoring and supporting the policies adopted.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● In partnership with parents, set high expectations for pupils and staff in all aspects of 
the school’s life and show how they are to be met. For example:  

▪ By clear codes of conduct  
▪ By guidance on how to improve their work  

● Ensure senior leaders use opportunities such as pupil meetings and assemblies to 
articulate their expectations and reinforce them by their visibility around the 
building during the day;  

● Ensure senior leaders model the behaviour and social skills they want pupils and 
staff to use;  

● Ensure staff are sufficiently trained and supported and know how to exercise their 
individual responsibility in the implementation of the school’s behaviour policy;  

● Recognise that leaders at all levels require training if they are to act as mentors to 
less experienced staff. 

 
  



3 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT, LEARNING AND TEACHING 
 
Schools must ensure an appropriate curriculum is offered, which is accessible to pupils of all 
abilities and aptitudes.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Ensure all staff follow the behaviour code and apply agreed procedures;  

● Plan lessons well, using strategies appropriate to the ability of the pupils;  

● Use commonly agreed classroom management and behaviour strategies such as a 
formal way to start lessons. This could include where appropriate: all pupils being 
greeted by the door, brought into the classroom, formally welcomed, asked to sit 
and the teacher explaining the purpose of the lesson;  

● Offer pupils the opportunity to take responsibility for aspects of their learning, 
working together in pairs, groups and as a whole class;  

● Use Assessment for Learning techniques, such as teacher feedback, peer and self- 
assessment, to increase pupils’ involvement in their learning and promote good 
behaviour;  

● Collect data on pupils’ behaviour and learning and use it, for example, to plan future 
groupings and to target support on areas where pupils have the greatest difficulty;  

● Ensure that where appropriate all teachers operate a classroom seating plan. 
Educational research shows that where pupils are allowed to determine where they 
sit, their social interactions can inhibit teaching and create behaviour problems;  

● Ensure teachers build into their lessons opportunities to receive feedback from 
pupils on their progress and their future learning needs;  

● Recognise that pupils are knowledgeable about their school experience, and have 
views about what helps them learn, and how others’ poor behaviour stops them 
from learning;  

● Plan extension work carefully and set it early in a lesson so that all pupils have a clear 
understanding of what is expected of them.  

 
  



4 REWARDS AND SANCTIONS  
 
Our aim is to provide a range of opportunities in which pupils can excel and be rewarded or 
supported by a practical set of sanctions that deal appropriately with negative behaviour. 
Praise and positive statements about the pupil, their ideas and actions are used to motivate 
and encourage whilst at the same time pupils are regularly made aware of sanctions that may 
be applied for negative behaviour.  
 
Sanctions will be applied where the pupils conduct falls below that which could reasonably 
be expected of them. Sanctions can only be applied by a paid member of staff, while on the 
school premises or in the care of the member of staff e.g. on a school trip, and must be 
reasonable in accordance with, Special Educational Needs, race and other equalities and 
human rights.  
 
At GUST School we strongly believe that children who feel secure, valued and for whom we 
care will have greater opportunity to work to their full potential. We value all children as 
individuals and aim to help them grow in confidence and independence, developing respect, 
understanding and a caring attitude towards themselves and other people. We provide a 
rewards and sanctions system that is clearly understood and valued by pupils and consistently 
applied by all school staff. Behaviour is managed by a staged process.  
 
Rewards and sanctions should be implemented to reinforce positive behaviour.  
 
Rewards  
 

● Smiles, acknowledgement, verbal praise and recognition verbal praise;  

● Verbal or written feedback on work or activity; 

● Choice of practical activity when work is completed; 

● Reward points following each lesson for appropriate behaviour, effort and 
achievement; 

● Extra points can be given for any positive behaviour; 

● Good work and effort shared with other staff; 

● Learner of the week, Handwriting of the week, Top Construction Pupil, Top 
Functional Skills etc;  

● End of week learner meeting for public recognition of good work, effort and 
achievement – pupils are encouraged to discuss any issues/challenges;   

● Extra responsibilities in school and in the classroom; 

● Contact home by telephone call; 

● Out of school activities;  

● End of term visits;  

● End of year awards ceremony conducted by the Head of School.  

 

Sanctions  

 

● Quiet room used appropriately to diffuse situations. 



● Abusive swearing will not be tolerated. A warning will be given and then reward 
points lost or minute will be lost from Golden Time (primary); 

● Inappropriate behaviour (primary)- 3 warnings, no change; will result in 1 minute off 
their time e.g. choice time, playtime. Time is lost progressively with a record kept in 
the class book. If time is lost frequently then other strategies may be put in place. As 
follows: 

● Pupil out of class as work avoidance should be limited and work completed in catch 
up afternoons and Fridays.  

● Time taken from Golden Time (primary), reward points lost or internal exclusion for 
physical aggression directed toward others. Discussions will take place between staff 
and pupil, or in more serious incidents, parents/carers. 

● Pupils may work with or have discussions with other staff.  
● Pupils may be removed from activities. Sanctions and actions or outcomes should 

reflect natural consequences.  
● Loss of points for destructive/aggressive behaviour.  
● No points awarded if classwork is not completed. 
● Contact home by letter or telephone call.  
 

Rewards and sanctions will be progressive and reflect the behaviour. We ask and support our 
pupils to take small steps towards changing their behaviour but we also need to adapt our 
approach to help bring about that change and the first step towards this is to ensure that the 
pupil experiences quality relationships with the staff who are working with them.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Have a wide range of appropriate rewards and sanctions and ensure they are applied 
fairly and consistently by all staff;  

● Ensure systems identify which matters should be dealt with by classroom staff and 
those which require referral to a more senior member of staff. Matters of concern 
should be reported to senior staff.  



5 BEHAVIOUR STRATEGIES AND THE TEACHING OF GOOD BEHAVIOUR 
 
Understanding how to behave has to be taught. Our school adopts procedures and practices 
that help pupils learn how to behave appropriately. Appropriate behaviour must be modelled 
by adults in their interactions with pupils. We are aware that there are many policies and 
practices to develop appropriate behaviour in the early years of education that are applicable 
to older pupils. It is important that we recognise stages of development and build on the skills 
pupils have developed. We recognise that children learn respect by receiving it. How staff 
speak to pupils and praise them helps motivate them to do well. By not taking account of 
pupils’ prior learning, we can inadvertently de-skill and de-motivate our pupils.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Ensure all staff understand, and use consistently, the behaviour management 
strategies agreed by the governing body. 

● Use pupil tracking systems to identify positive and negative behaviour. An effective 
policy and practice is based on accurate information;  

● Ensure all staff and pupils joining the school are given clear guidance and use the 
school’s systems and its expectations for behaviour;  

● Use materials to develop pupils’ emotional, social and behavioural skills. This 
involves:  

▪ Developing and using a common language to describe behaviour;  

▪ Agreeing with staff how they will teach pupils to manage strong feelings, 
resolve conflict, work and play cooperatively and be respectful and 
considerate;  

▪ Identify additional individual and small group support and intervention for 
pupils for whom it would be of benefit.  

 
  



6 STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT 
 
As a school we know that all staff should be equipped with the skills necessary to understand 
and manage pupil behaviour effectively. Training and coaching are both vital elements of a 
high quality professional development programme.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Provide regular opportunities for all staff to share and develop their skills in 
promoting positive behaviour;  

● Monitor the effectiveness of the behaviour management techniques used by the 
school as part of the school performance management system;  

● Ensure that all staff joining the school receive induction training. This need applies 
equally to Newly Qualified Teachers, senior managers and experienced teachers 
from other schools whose needs are often neglected, and support staff;  

● Create opportunities for staff to learn from the expertise of others in dealing with 
pupils whose behaviour is challenging. 



7 PUPIL SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
 
We believe it is important for schools to have effective support and early intervention 
systems.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Recognise that a good pastoral system involves teachers and support staff;  

● Ensure that all staff:  
o Have appropriate time to carry out their task;  
o Are appropriately trained;  
o Have adequate administrative support;  
o Have access to specialist support e.g.  
▪ Education Welfare Officers  

▪ Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services  

▪ Locality Inclusion Support Teams  

 
● Recognise that pupil support is not just about behaviour. We believe good pastoral 

support is concerned with academic attainment and developing pupils’ ability to 
become good citizens;  

● Ensure that all staff understand and are responsive to the needs of particular groups 
within the school and wider community. 

 
We recognise that children should feel safe, be healthy, and enjoy and achieve in school. This 
cannot take place in a climate that allows bullying, harassment and oppressive behaviour to 
flourish.  
 
As a result as a school we will: 
 

● Regularly make clear to pupils, parents and staff, that bullying, harassment and 
oppressive behaviour in any form is totally unacceptable and will not be tolerated;  

● Ensure that bullying, harassment and oppressive behaviour is responded to 
appropriately and dealt with immediately;  

● Have appointed a range of support staff to work with parents and carers, allowing 
for early intervention and support when problems arise;  

● Children with SEN and vulnerable groups need to be taught assertiveness and have 
regular reminders of the procedures to report any concerns of their safety and well-
being. This particularly applies to E Safety and Cyber Bullying.  



8 LIAISING WITH PARENTS AND OTHER AGENCIES 
  
We firmly believe we must work in partnership with parents and carers on all aspects of a 
pupil’s education including their behaviour. We accept that good liaison takes time, is 
demanding and requires resources. We are highly active in establishing these links and forging 
positive relationships with parents and carers. We ensure we evaluate our contact with 
parents and carers to build upon good practice identified and amended as appropriate.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Ensure that staff and teachers are trained, so that they are welcoming, and have the 
skills to deal with difficult parental conversations;  

● Have clear and well understood procedures in place for dealing with and responding 
to distressed and angry parents;  

● Ensure staff receive professional external training, from local authorities or other 
agencies, in managing and dealing with people’s anger;  

● Ensure parents and carers hear from the school when their children are doing well so 
that the first contact is positive. There is a greater willingness to work with the 
school when the parent believes the school has the pupil’s best interest at heart;  

● Allocate sufficient resources to allow the school to communicate effectively with 
parents;  

● We are aware our parents too must behave appropriately towards school staff. 
Although abusive and intimidating behaviour can come about through frustration, 
we will take legal advice as appropriate as such behaviour is not acceptable and 
cannot be tolerated;  

● We recognise the importance of a multi-agency approach for pupils and families. We 
will attend meetings held by other agencies and hold regular Team around the 
Family meetings where there are concerns with a pupil’s health, well-being and 
behaviour; 

● Any concerns about pupil safety must be reported to the person responsible for 
safeguarding. Staff, pupils and volunteers may be asked to record concerns regarding 
observations and behaviours.  

 
  



9 MANAGING PUPIL TRANSITION 
 
We are aware pupils find moves between schools and key stages unsettling and provide 
appropriate support and guidance whether they start at the beginning of a school year or 
depart or arrive part way through.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Ensure that teachers receiving a new pupil or new class are given appropriate 
information to help the teacher plan work and manage the class (if provided);  

● Ensure the class teacher receives assessment/ information (if provided) and can 
build on the social, emotional and behavioural skills already developed by previous 
teachers or schools. We recognise that change causes anxiety and if not carefully 
managed can adversely affect pupils’ motivation, attitude, attainment and 
behaviour;  

● Work closely with pupils, parents/carers and other schools at transition to reduce 
this stress;  

● Manage the issues related to transition through a clear induction process often 
beginning even before the pupils attends our school and continuing throughout the 
first weeks in school;  

● Ensure pupils support each other;  

● Ensure we work with other schools through transition periods and meet with staff 
who will be supporting the pupil through the transition to or from our school and 
share information which will help support the pupil;  

● Ensure pupils are given support throughout the transition process. For example:  
o Visits to receiving class or school  
o Transition books, photographs and resources  
o Individual support to manage change  

 
  



10 ORGANISATION AND FACILITIES  
 
We are aware that the school ethos is communicated in actions as well as words. Pupil’s 
attitudes can be positively or negatively influenced by the ambience of the school's physical 
elements as well as the personal interactions with staff.  
 
As a school we will: 
 

● Recognise that positive behaviour and learning are improved when pupils and staff 
enjoy an attractive, clean environment and therefore ensure we keep repairs and 
maintenance up to date;  

● Ensure that when graffiti/mess occurs it is cleaned up immediately;  

● Ensure the toilets are clean throughout the day, have soap/paper towels;  

● Ensure that social areas in the school are identified and seating provided to 
encourage pupils to interact;  

● Ensure that pupils are supported in play activities at lunch and break times;  

● Create a welcoming and comfortable area where parents can be received.  
 
  



11 PUPIL BEHAVIOUR OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL PREMISES  
 
Teachers have a statutory power to discipline pupils for misbehaving outside the school 
premises. They may discipline a pupil for:  
 
Any misbehaviour when the child is:  
 

● Taking part in any school-organised or school-related activity or  

● Travelling to or from school or  

● In some other way identifiable as a pupil at the school.  
 
Misbehaviour at any time, whether or not the conditions about apply, that:  
 

● Could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school or  

● Poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public or  

● Could adversely affect the reputation of the school.  
 
Discipline will always be carried out in accordance with the staged sanctions laid out in this 
policy, unless there is increased risk to pupils or staff and swifter action may be taken. 
 
While on offsite visits the lead member of staff will have briefed the team on expectations of 
behaviour and procedures for managing hazards and risks caused by inappropriate behaviour.  
 
On occasions the school may deem another agency more appropriate to deal with the 
incident or issue e.g. police.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
  



12 CONFISCATION OF INAPPROPRIATE ITEMS  
 
If staff suspect there a pupil is in possession of a prohibited item as set out in the table 
below, the actions will be carried out.  
 

Items banned in the school rules  Procedure after confiscation  

electronic equipment which have not 
been agreed to be on person must be 
stored in the school office  

Held until the end of the day and then 
returned to the pupil  

  

Prohibited items  

Knives and other weapons  Disposed of by the school unless it is 
believed to be illegal – police involvement  

Alcohol  Poured down a sink or returned to 
parents  

Controlled drugs  Handed over to police  

Other substances not believed to be 
controlled drugs  

Handed over to police 

Stolen items  Handed to police if of high value  
Returned to the owner where of small 
value  

An article that a member of staff 
reasonably suspects has been, or is likely 
to be used to commit an offence or cause 
personal injury to, or damage to the 
property of, any person in school  

Returned to parents  
Handed to police if offence committed  

 

Should the school have concerns in line with the table below about any data or files on a 

confiscated device they may examine it and may erase said data or files. Again this should be 

carried out with the pupil present and in the presence of another member of staff. 

Data or files which could be searched for  Procedure if found  

Indecent pictures that may cause harm or 
offence to others in the school community  

Files deleted and device returned to pupil 
at the end of school day - Police if 
necessary. 

Information relating to illegal activity in 
school  

Device handed to police  

Photographs of staff members or other 
pupils  

Files deleted and device returned at end of 
school day  

 

 

 

 



 
 
13 THE USE OF REASONABLE FORCE 
 
Schools have a legal duty of care for all their pupils. Where a pupil is creating a situation where 
they are threatening the wellbeing of other pupils, reasonable force may need to be used to 
control or restrict movement. It will only be used as a final option. Staff will always try to 
intervene verbally, using de-escalation techniques, before using reasonable force.  
 
Where staff fear for their own safety and the pupil is not responding to a verbal request, help 
should be sought before intervening.  
 
Reasonable force can be used to prevent pupils: 
 

● from hurting themselves or others,  
● causing damage to property or  
● causing disorder within the class or school grounds.  

 
In our school we will use reasonable force to: 
  

● remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an 
instruction to do so;  

● prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or 
visit;  

● prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk 
their safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;  

● prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil;  
● to stop a fight in the playground;  
● use physical intervention with a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical 

outbursts and lack of self-control.  

 
Staff are trained to use a range of de-escalation strategies and proactive interventions, to 
minimise the use of restrictive physical intervention. Staff will use a supportive attitude and 
approach – an empathic, non-judgemental approach attempting to alleviate anxiety. 
Containment is particularly important. Dangerous or socially unacceptable behaviour needs 
to be stopped. The situation must be made safe for the child, for other children and for the 
adults involved.  
 

● Where pupils have a consistent lack of self-control, acting out and demonstrating 
risk behaviour, a risk assessment and behaviour plan will be shared with those 
involved with the pupil.  

● Where physical intervention has been used, parents will be informed and an incident 
form completed. Incident reports will always be signed by the Head of School  

 
All complaints about the use of force will be thoroughly, speedily and appropriately 

investigated in line with the schools complaints policy. The onus is on the person making the 



complaint to prove that their allegations are true and not the member of staff to show they 

acted reasonably. Suspension is not an automatic response to a complaint being made. 

  



 

APPENDIX A - School partial reopening: COVID-19 changes 

 
Response to COVID-19 

Government guidance is now published which outlines the partial reopening of schools 

from 1 June 2020. I wish to inform you of the principles and processes that GUST 

Independent School will follow, to ensure a safe school environment for all.  

All children at GUST were risk assessed as being safer at home when schools closed for 

lockdown. Those who need to continue with home learning will have their risk 

assessments reviewed to ensure that it is safe for them to do so. 

Principles for re-opening  

1. We are committed to reopening in a calm and well organised manner, which 

reassures children, parents and staff that their school is a safe place to learn and work, 

and that all government guidance is followed carefully. 

2. We are committed to supporting the welfare and wellbeing of our children and staff, 

recognising that this is an anxious period for all. 

3. We will reopen in a carefully considered manner, basing our decisions on the best 

available evidence, and we will only reopen school once we are convinced that our 

staffing levels, revised systems and plans are effective.  

4. Monday 1 June is the earliest designated opening date. We have been given some 

flexibility with the date for reopening, and it is likely that we will reopen for the 

designated children  during the week beginning 1 June, although not necessarily on 1 

June for all designated children.  

Social distancing and negative behaviour 

Any child who exhibits negative behaviour whilst children and staff are engaging with 

social distancing rules will be liable to sanctions. 

These could include, but not limited to: 

● Review of risk assessment 

● Move to return to home learning (deemed too high risk to engage in face-to-face 

learning) 

● Exclusion 

Behaviours which could lead to a sanction include, but not limited to: 

● Not adhering to social distancing - either with staff or other children (this could 

be deliberate or unintentional) 

● Deliberately coughing 



● Spitting 

Staffing 

Should staffing levels fall below the requirement to keep children safe in small socially 

distanced groups, then the school may follow a revised timetable for some children for a 

period of time.  

Children with additional needs will be supported on the return to school and we will aim 

to replicate previous arrangements and staffing. Where this might not be possible, we 

will always contact parents / carers to discuss any proposed changes to arrangements.  

On initial reopening, children will work 1:1 with a teacher or member of support staff. 

Remote Learning  

School will continue to deliver materials and content and teaching support for remote 

learning for those year groups who are not returning to school at this point. Year 10 and 

Primary will also continue to receive remote learning, as will children who are not 

returning for medical or other reasons. 

Staff will continue to make regular daily welfare calls to parents, carers and pupils. 

Families who school cannot make regular contact with may need a home visit as stated 

in the school Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy.  

Any concerns should be immediately reported to the DSL as per school procedure. 

Attendance 

Designated children are strongly encouraged to attend school, unless they are self-

isolating, or they are clinically vulnerable. 

If someone in a child’s household is extremely clinically vulnerable, the child should only 

attend if stringent social distancing is adhered to, and the child is able to understand and 

follow instructions. 

Parents/carers should notify school if their child will not be attending so that staff can 

explore the reason with them and address barriers together. 

Parents will not be fined for non-attendance at this time. 

Under the Coronavirus Act 2020, the law has been relaxed, so that the parent of a child 

of compulsory school age is not guilty of an offence on account of the child’s failure to 

attend regularly at the school at which the child is registered (section 444 of the Education 

Act 1996). 

 

*This addendum was created prior to the June 1st partial school reopening and is 

subject to change by SLT if deemed necessary or appropriate 



APPENDIX B - School full reopening: COVID-19 changes for September 

 
Response to September full school reopening in relation to COVID-19 

Standards of behaviour 
All students should continue to adhere to the principles outlined in the Behaviour Policy. 

Examples of adverse behaviour in regards to this addendum include, but not limited to, 

spitting, deliberate coughing on/at others, physical attacks, refusal to comply with health 

and safety/social distancing rules and requirements or any other behaviour that could 

heighten the risk of harm to others. 

 

Routines, habits and systems 

● children should adhere to the revised rules and expectations for entering and 

leaving school premises 

● children should stay in their timetabled rooms unless directed otherwise 

● children should only use their designated entrance and exits to the school building 

● children should stay at their own desks unless directed otherwise 

● children should obey social distancing rules at all times, in and out of the 

classroom 

● children should follow hygiene rules, including washing hands regularly 

throughout the day 

 
Sanctions 
In the unfortunate event of misbehaviour, pupils will be given clear warnings and 

reminders of appropriate choices. If, following this, behaviours do not improve, the 

child may be moved to an intervention classroom 1:1. 

 

In the event that there are incidents which pose a risk to pupils and staff, parents will be 

contacted, and children collected from school to ensure the safety of themselves and 

others.  

 

GUST Independent School is at liberty to use exclusions for children who flout these rules. 

 

If any adverse behaviours take place that could affect the health or safety of individual 

pupils or staff, then an individual risk assessment may be completed or updated to review 

the safety of that child on the school site during the pandemic restrictions. 

 

This guidance is subject to change. Click here for full government guidance on school 

reopening. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-2-school-operations

